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From alternative fuel, the CNG has come a long way to become a preferred fuel now. The reason
for this change is nothing sensational in nature, but simple fact that the compressed natural gas is
clean, inexpensive and available in huge quantity. On the contrary, oil-run cars do pollute the air,
are mighty expensive and many an oil wells have dried up. Oil wells are mostly found in the Arab
nations and it depends on the relationship a particular nation is having with the Arabs, for the oil
supply and the rates fixed for oil. With so many odds stacked against petrol-run cars, it is always the
CNG that gains volume over the former. The compressed natural gas is a big option to be
considered seriously in the fight against climate change. It being a clean fuel, the life of the engine
too is extended and thus the maintenance too is reduced sharply in comparison to the petrol-runs
cars.

However, the petrol-run cars are better performing than the CNG-runs, when it comes to speed and
performance. Though it is not a huge gap but still cng might not be an option for speed gun
breakers. 

One thing that needs to be taken care of is the CNG conversion kits. It should always be brought
from an authorized dealer and done by qualified technicians only.

It is highly recommended to avoid the temptation of fancy offers doled out by unauthorized dealers
and get the conversion kit fitted the legal way. Anyhow, a lot of money will be save this way, since
you will no longer be shelling out on oil, so no compromise should be done on the CNG conversion
kits.
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For more information on a cng conversion kits, check out the info available online at
http://www.americancng.com/cylindersAccessories.html
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